
DAMAGE

6 Deploys for         if Qui-Gon Jinn is 
present.  Printed Power=5 while any Jedi 
Master present.

DAMAGE

3 Adds power bonus while using a unique 
weapon.  Gragra's gametext is ignored 
here, and she is not stackable. 
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The SWCCG Player's Committee presents

Young Jedi Virtual Cards
To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title, and place the cutout 
in a sleeve with the original card.  We recommend using opaque sleeves.  If you use clear sleeves, the 
cutout must be attached to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not 
slide.  The adhesive must not noticeably increase the thickness of the card. If it does, the tournament 
director may interpret that as cheating and penalize you appropriately.

Virtual Set #2

Jar Jar Binks
Gungan Chuba Thief

DAMAGE

4 Adds bonus to your other 
podracer pilots present.

Anakin Skywalker
Podracer Pilot

DAMAGE

1 Adds power bonus while using any 
Battle Card that adds to Boles 
Roor's power.

Boles Roor
Podracer Pilot

DAMAGE

4               Adds power bonus when fighting any 
character that has a lightsaber. When he is using
a lightsaber, his opponent's Battle Card is ignored. 

Yoda
Jedi Master

DAMAGE

0 When R2-D2 deploys, you may put up to 2
cards from your hand under your Draw 
Deck to draw the same number of cards.

R2-D2
Astromech Droid

DAMAGE

4         Adds power bonus while Yaddle is present. 
Once each of your Deploy Steps, you may take 3 
DAMAGE to have your opponent take 2 DAMAGE.

Oppo Rancisis
Jedi Master

DAMAGE

4
When revealed during a battle plan, before 
destinies are drawn, discard Yaddle and 
take 4 DAMAGE.  Her opponent(s) lose this 
fight,  but take no DAMAGE.

Plo Kloon
Jedi Master

Yaddle
Jedi Master

Obi-Wan Kenobi
Jedi Padawan

 �•DM-33

 �•JC-20*

 �•JC-17

 �•DM-3

 �•DM-4

 �•BP-11

 �•DM-10

 �•DM-11

DAMAGE

0 Adds power bonus when he is 
using Counterparts.

C-3P0
Anakin's Creation

 �•DM-12

DAMAGE

5         Adds power bonus when using Mace
Windu's Lightsaber.  May draw 1 extra 
card when he initiates a duel.

 �•JC-18

Jedi Meditation

�•DF-25

When any Jedi deploys, you may discard
this Effect from play to shuffle up to two 
lightsaber weapon cards into your Draw 
Deck from your Discard Pile.

Clear your mind must be... 

Sci Taria
Chancellor's Aide

DAMAGE
1 While on Coruscant, during your Deploy Step, 

you may discard Sci Taria to deploy the Galactic 
Senate from your Discard Pile or Draw Deck.

 �•JC-27


